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INTRODUCTION
I was a haphazard child, solitary by nature and with a head full of what my father used
to call “jolly robins.” I would read my comics once then throw them onto a careless pile,
never to be looked at again, and continue the adventures I'd just read in my own mind.
Comics were, to m e, nothing more than disposable firelighters for my own imagination .
All of that changed, quite unexpectedly, on a cold and rainy Saturday in 1979.
Mum and dad were decorating the house, grandma was offering vociferous and cri tical
advice and my younger brother was being a pain. To get away from the mayhem, I
grabbed a carrier bag full of 2000ADs from my careless pile and sought solitude in the
wash-house, where a big old tumble-dryer was thrumming away with a hypnotic
rhythm.
I sat on an ancient rug, the warm air and thrumming of the dryer almost womb-like, re
reading comics for the first time. Bonny, my childhood Golden Labrador, slept
contentedly at my side and the rain lashed forlornly against the w ash-house windows
as I re-experienced Johnny Alpha's journey through Hell.
Ever since that day, the thrum and warm air of any dryer or engine has reminded me of
contentment, Johnny Alpha and Carlos Ezquerra. That Saturday afternoon is one of
the d efining moments of my life - the day I started looking after my comics. Th e day I
realised they were more than just firelighters.
Over thirty years later, I got to chat with Carlos himself in the Rowdy Yates Block
Citizens' Yap Shop. Carlos was chatting online from his hospital bed, where he'd been
recovering from a major operation for seventeen days. Everyone in the chat room was
moved by this except, it seemed, for Carlos himself - who was taking it all in his stride,
chatting away as easily as if he was sat at home in his favourite arm chair.
The Yappers then conceived of this comic as a way to wish Carlos well during his
recovery and pay tribute to the towering talent of a man who means so much to all of
us in so many different and personal ways. Word was put out for contributions, and
contributions came from readers, writers, letterers, colourists, artists, editors and
fans from around the world - each of us bound by a common respect and admiration
for the artist known as “The Squirrel.” Every contributor to this comic is, first and
foremost, a fan of Carlos Ezquerra.
And so, Carlos, we wish you a sw ift reco very and heartfelt t hanks for al l the j oys and
inspirations you have brought to us in the past, and all those yet to come.
You are a legend, Senor, and we love you.
M.J. Howard (August 2010)
On behalf of too many people to count.
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AND ANOTHER THING...
Carlos Ezquerra is the only person I know who can make a CD smell exotic.
Back when I was editing 2000AD in the late 90s, digital technology for comics
was still in its infancy. Broadband delivery was still in the future, but the days
when most artists submitted physical artwork were in the past. So we got CDs
and zip drive discs instead.
The arrival of a new episode of Carlos was always a treat. Not just for the
pages, with their effortless storytelling and unique characters, but for the
smell. Open the envelope and a great waft of cheroot would envelope you, as if
you’d been hugged by a Spanish cigar shop - warm, spicy, friendly, delightful,
unique.
Carlos’s artwork is much the same.
Most comic creators fall into one of two camps. There are the developers,
people who take characters and concepts invented by others and make them
better. They often have the more successful careers, because the familiar sells
when done well. Then there are the creators, people born to invent and innovate
and push the envelope.
Carlos Ezquerra is an inventor. His designs for Judge Dredd, Strontium Dog,
Major Eazy, Al’s Baby and so many other great strips are proof of that. His
professionalism is proven by a career spanning forty years and tens of
thousands of pages of splendid storytelling.
But Carlos’s invention isn't limited to character design. He was among the first
to embrace the new world of computer colouring. Bravest of all, he learnt how
to get the best results on live projects, appearing every week in the pages of
2000AD.
Like all great creators, Carlos has never been content to stand still. He keeps
moving forwards, challenging himself, finding new ways to tell great stories.
It’s hard to imagine what the history of British comics would look like without
the talented Mr Ezquerra. A duller, less colourful place, that much seems
certain.
Thanks for everything, Carlos. Now, how’s that next episode coming along?
David Bishop, Scotland, August 2010.
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Richard McAuliffe / Stephen Watson
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Steve Longdon

JoH/WY
ALPHA

Hola Carlos’
When faced with death's dark spectre
And Dredd and Johnny may fall to Hector
Our hero is down to one lung
But his song is not yet sung
He'll keep on drawing for our favourite mags
While also kicking those nasty fags
Thanks for all of your mighty pages
And we'll speak to Tharg about increasing your
wages
Your life will go on long and far
As long as you resist that fat cigar!
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Elchivo Peligroso
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Trevor Hairsine
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Chris Askham

GET WELL SOON MR EZQUERRA!
ALL THE BEST FROM A LIFE-LONG FAN.
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Mark

Jezos H Christ!
Well there's a surprise! ;)
Wishing you a speedy recovery, Carlos. I still think back with affection to those signings and shows we did
together with the 2000 AD crew, especially the one in Germany that was so much (HOT) fun! I recall you and
your wife Conchita were wonderfully upbeat, approachable and funny and made the long days of signing and
sketching fly by. Great to meet up with you both at the Reaction toy figure launch too at the NEC (I don't
think you saw the photos we took- I've enclosed them with this message- hopefully they'll be passed on)
Your blessing on the direction I took Durham Red in was much appreciated, and I hope the care and
dedication I gave the strip showed my respect for your body of work. There's quite a few references in there
to the Strontium Dog art that even the editors didn't pick up on!
I don't think I told you at the time, but as I took my first steps into digital art with the Apple PowerMac
8100 I phoned up Editor Dave Bishop and asked him about your work method. How you worked, how long it
took, what format you saved in and how you submitted your work (Magneto Optical disc- remember those!);
basically took all your pioneering work and bolted my efforts on to them!
And it was pioneering.
Your comic life has two phases; before and after you took on the computer as a tool. As a young comic fan, I
loved the arresting image (get it?) of Dredd overlooking the organic buildings of a fantastic Mega City One.
But as a youngish comic artist, it was the start of the second phase of your comic career that interested me.
The traditional mix of line art (retaining your unique style) and computer rendering was so new at the time I
think only Richard Corben in the States was doing anything similar, with John Higgins doing some covers
here as I recall. It was so new I remember trying to convince people that Photoshop 3 would work just as
well manipulating artwork! What you did in those early days of experimentation was truly inspirational.
And it was great to finally meet you and compare techniques (artist talk) , how similar we worked, like adding
the little reusable files of art like bullet hits, rust, oil streaks and general dirt noise onto art just as
you showed us on your laptop in Germany!
Definitely a time in my life that was enriched by you as a person and your work.
Anyway, time I guess for you to rest and take it easy: MAJOR easy!
And then back to work.
All the very best to you and the family,
From Mark and Sarah Harrison in rainy Birmingham

/ WISHES YOU WELLS!
MALCOLM (RANDOM FAN) KIRK
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THE GET-WELL-SOON CARD [title]

Jim Campbell

PAGE ONE
Panel 1.
The reader is lying in a HOSPITAL BED looking down at the rest of their body
covered in bandages and their leg hanging in plaster. The room is crammed full of
people who loom over the bed. To the right and left stands JUDGE DREDD and
JOHNNY ALPHA. Dredd stands with fists on hips, looking unconvinced. Johnny
gruffly extends a huge bunch of FLOWERS. Standing at the foot of the bed,
helping himself to a box of chocolates, stands THARG. The other visitors crowding
round the bed include: MAJOR EAZY, EL MESTIZO, AL BESTARDI, CURSED EARTH
KOBURN, KRONG (his huge face peering in through a window), JBLOODY MARY"
MALONE, THE SAINT OF KILLERS, and the STAINLESS STEEL RAT.
CAPTION:

"WE HEARD YOU WERE ILL."

PAGE TWO
Panel 1.
On a blank page, written in appalling handwriting, is a barely legible message
HANDWRITING:

Dear Carlos. Here'S wishing you a speedy recovery and all
the very best to you and your family.

LINK:

I hope this entire comic goes some way towards sh
just how much your work has excited, moved and i
readers, writers and artists over the years.

LINK:

You are truly a living legend! Thank you for

SIGNATURE:

Alec Worley

the Thrill-

[end]
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Alex Ronald

i

Dez Skinn

“Ah, but we were so much older then.
We’re younger than that now...”

GET WELL SOON, CARLOS
(our industry NEEDS you!)
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Neil Roberts

1 Lee Bates

CITIZEN EZQUCRRA
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Rich Clements - Kev Levell - Dave Evans

THANKS

( ACH! NEVER MIND VHAT

VILL YOU 6ET TO DER VORK/A
OR I VILL FIND ANOTHER USE

SHE SAW LISTEN TO DEP
k CUCUMBER...

TO CARLOS, THANKS FOR HUNDREDS OF IN5PIRIN6 PAGES, GET WELL SOON OLD CUCUMBER'
WITH BEST WISHES FOR A SPEEDY RECOVERY FROM, RICH CLEMENTS, KEV LEVELL AND OAVE EVANS.
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Owen Watts

TUANK YOU CARLOS FOR A DECADE OF INSPIRATION
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Andrew Goldsworthy

TO CARLOS.
BEST WISHES FOR A SWIFT RECOVERY.

THESE BABIES HAVE A LOT MORE
TALES TO BE TOLD YET.
REGARDS FROM
ANDREW GOLDSWORTHY (WORLDSHOWN)
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Toni Scandella

• WITH MUCH tOV€, TA«6 «T
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1 Darren Stephens and Shaun Avery

Michael Owen Carroll

W Ml. MMttA'6 6W-SCAH, 1000 AO PP06 V3)

70 CARLOS EZQUCWA, /MX O0/
ALWM A FAN,
MICNAFt CAWOU
www.MCuaow(NCAnou. com
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F Paul Armer
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Pete Wells
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Gary Hall

Jason Smith
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Richard Woollatt

r YOU'VE BEEN A
MATERIAL WITNESS
LTO A LOT OF CRIME. .

7
<3©s,n®s(7
Sas

A UNA LEYENDA

FACT IS, YOUR
TESTIMONY HAS
FILLED CUBES.

SINCERAMENTE
EXTRAORDINARY
SO, WHEN WE HEARD YOU
WEREN'T DOING SO GOOD... 1
WELL, WE THOUGHT WE MIGHT
REPAY THE FAVOUR.

J

HAW HAW!,

NOBODY MESSES
. WITH CARLOS! .

1■
CoNSIGA BIEN PRONTO

Carlos!
BEST WISHES FROM DEREK HAMILL (WRITING) AND DAVE THOMSON (ART + LETTERS)
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Barrie Mitchell

j Paul Eldridge

Thank you for the inspiration,
wishing you the best of health,
Paul Eldridge.
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Michael Owen Carroll
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Derek Hamill, Dave Candlish and Jim Campbell

SO, I DREW THE FIRST THINS
HERD.
THAT CAME TO MY HEAD.

WHICH JUST SO HAPPENED TO BE
CHARACTERS BY THE BIST COMIC
ARTIST IN THE WORLD.

TO CARLOS,
INSPIRATION!
- ALWA96 A FAk), '
_ MICHAEL. CARROLL
'■'mm.MicHAli.cneu^soi.L.cOM

THIS IS NOT THE SREATEST
COMIC PACE IN THE WORLD.
NO -THIS IS JUST A
TRIBUTE.

Derek Hamilf/Dave Candlish/Jim Campbell
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The IXlerve Centre
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Simon Penter
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I TOLD you WE D
FIND TREASURE
< HERE JOHN. ,
//^T MJMT'dW III
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Ben Willsher

Alex Ogalla

A Carlos S. Ezquerra.
Hace ya muchos anos, un amigo y yo nos dirigiamos en bicidetas, porque aun no
teniamos edad ni dinero para llevar moto, a la feria del libro de ocasion de Malaga.
Cuando se acercaba este evento ibamos ahorrando dinero de la paga semanal para
poder comprar el maximo de libros de aventuras posible. Salgari, Stevenson,
Asimov...eran los habituates.
Un librero nos recomendo unos comics de aventuras. Hasta entonces los unicos que
habiamos leido eran los tebeos de siempre, los comicos de Ibanez, Jan, Escobar, etc.
El librero nos prometio que si nos gustaban los libros de aventuras y nos gustaba el
comic de humor, sin duda el comic de aventuras seria de nuestro agrado. Y asi fue.
Mi amigo compro un tomo y yo otro. El tomo estaba compuesto de varios cuadernillos
de grapa y en el titulo rezaba "Grandes comics de aventura" Editorial Gaviota.
Lo leimos una y otra vez y Io intercambiamos.
Curiosamente el de mi amigo me gusto mucho mas que el mio porque habia una
historia que se titulaba "Los diablos del frente del este”. Para mi fue todo un
descubrimiento. Me encanto el guion y aun mas el dibujo. El soldado aleman, los
vampiros apareciendo de la nada, los cosacos bajando la montaria a caballo, los
soldados rusos esquiadores...
Busque ese tomo para comprarmelo y no lo encontre. Pasaron los anos y al no poder
encontrarlo en ferias o librerias especializadas, le pedi a mi amigo que me lo presatase
para poder fotocopiarlo. Ahos mas tarde llego internet y un tiempo despues las tiendas
tipo Ebay o todocoleccion.
No hace mas de un aho que logre localizar en Ebay el tomo en cuestidn. Ha sido mi
busqueda del tesoro durante 19 anos y todo por su historia.
En su dia ese tomo me llevo a leer mas comics de este tipo, tambien de super heroes, la
novela grafica y revistas. Hoy dia, aparte de mi trabajo, soy guionista de comics y
codirijo la revista de comics Cthulhu. Igual estaba destinado a meterme en este mundo
pero me gusta pensar que usted y el guionista G. Finlay tuvieron mucho que ver.

Carlos, you are the reason why I draw comics!
"—
I would spend hours as a child pouring over your amazing art for
Strontium Dog and Judge Dredd; and I went from wanting to be them, to wanting to be like you and draw them- 20 odd years later, I finally
got that chance... Drawing them that is, not being them. Although, these days I'd rather be Johnny Alpha, than Dredd - Well, who
wouldn't want to be a cool .handsome, bounty hunter instead of a sexless jobsworth?;-) But seriously, we all owe you a big thank you for
creating the best characters in comics today, and being a real inspiration. Cheers, and a speedy recovery. Here's to you King Carlos of Spain.
Ben Willsher.

Asi que aprovecho la oportunidad que nunca tuve de agradecerselo. Muchas gracias
por su aportacion al mundo del comic.
Alex Ogalla.
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Richard Elson

Carlos,
Thank you so
much for all of
the wonderful
work that you do)*.
You have been
an influence
and and
inspiration to me
for so many years.
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You are one of the gre
masters of the art of comi
and quite simply the best
character designer in the
industry.
/ hope you get
very soon.
All the best...
Richard Elson
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Filip Roncone

I

HOPING YOUR RECOVERY IS A SPEEDY ONE.
CARLOS

H

Rico found a solitary boot amongst the dust and tumbleweeds of Sulphur

stained fingers discovered a note tuckedbeneath a hide strap. I

THIS ISA NEW VERSION OF THE IMAGE THAT 1 ORIGINALLY
COPIED BACK IN 1979 .THIS IS WHAT MADE ME NOTICE
NOT ONLY JOHNNY ALPHA BUT ALSO YOURAMAZING
ARTWORK.NOW AFTER THIRTY PLUS YEARS YOUR ART STILL
NEVER FAILS TO FILL ME WITH AMAZEMENT AND JOY.
Fit IP RONCONF 76TH AUGUST 7010
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Steve MacManus and Martin Morgan

Janies T Pegg
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Dear Carlos,
Thrill-powered, get well soon salutations from two old codgers who worked
with you at Fleetway in the dim and distant past!
Steve MacManus & Martin Morgan.
Dear God, I thick they're inside the perimeter. I have to tell you, Carlos, to warn you - the past's gone all wrong, you
oust not, under any
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F Bryan Talbot

Mike Collins
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Wakefield Carter

Bruce McLaren
SCRtP^^T^^E^POSPEEVER
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I KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE
THINKIN6/

VOU REALLY SHOULP
6ET YOURSELF ONE
OP THESE/

IT IS I,
' CARLOS SANCHEZ ~
R0B0ST06IE/ NO WORE
CI6ARILLOS SENOR .
< EZQUERRA/

TAKE IT

EASY!

THANK YOU FOR ALL THE SUPPORT YOU GAVE ME DURING
THE CREATION OF MY STRONTIUM DOG REPLICAS
BEST WISHES FROM WAKEFIELD CARTER
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Steve Sampson

J Neil Bhuna (Grumpy Git) Roche

OH '
YOUR POOR
LUNGSES!
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Robert Nicholls

□irk Van Dom and Ghostpockets
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Leigh Gallagher

Edmund Bagwell
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Al Ewing
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Mike and Oliver Redding
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Uola Carlos - here's to a complete and speedy recovery and thanks again For the interview
Mike & Oliver
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John Wagner, Dave Evans and Matt Soffe
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Jon Davis-Hunt

Craig Calvert
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FROM OZ, 3UVGE CAFLOG!

i JUP6E BRUCE ANP THE REST OF THE 8OYG
IN THE GYPNEY-MEL8OUPNE CONUR8 WOULP
LIKE TO WI6H YOU A 6PEEPY RECOVERY I
FOLLOWING YOUR RECENT GUP6ERY.
I

YOU'RE A FAIR WNKUM LEGENVU!
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Alex Firth

J Ian Stacey
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James Feist

1977
MY BEST FRIEND SHOWS ME HIS COPY OF 2OOOAD
ISSUE 2 - THE AMAZING FULL-PAGE VIEW OF MEGA-CITY ONE
ON THE BACK COVER COMPLETELY BLOWS MY MIND. I WANT TO
KNOW WHO THE ARTIST IS, BUT 2OOOAD DOESN'T HAVE CREDITS YET

1978:
STARLORD CONAC APPEARS, AND THE INCREDIBLY-DETAILED, BEAUTIFULLYIMAGINED ALIEN WORLDS OF STRONTIUM DOG FILL MY BRAIN. THE STRIP IS
CREDITED, SO FOR THE FIRST TIME I LEARN THE NAME OF THE ARTIST WHO
INSPIRES ME.
OTHER 11-YEAR-OLDS WANT TO BE ROCK STARS OR FOOTBALLERS... BUT I
WANT TO BE A COMIC ARTIST... JUST LIKE CARLOS EZQUERRA.
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J Raule
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Mick Collins

j Anthony O'Donnell

"Hello Carlos, I'd like to take this opportunity to wish you a lightning fast and smooth
recovery and to thank you for producing such a huge abundance of great art over the
years. All keeping me inspired and mesmerized and spending many hours emulating
your style and work since the age of 12. Now at 26 I'm looking forward to many more

V)ROKK
MY BACK UP ARE ALL DEAD. I CANNOT FAIL
OR MEGA-CITY ONE WILL CRUMBLE UNDER THE
CONTROL OF THIS MONSTROSITY!

HOURS LATER THE WAR RAGES ON.
BUT DREDD HOLDS HIS GROUND AND
DEFENDS EZQUERRA BLOCK FROM
.FALLING TO THE UNKNOWN TERROR.
------------------ ----------- ---------------------------
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1 Will Watt

David Brana

We borrow time.
We make decisions that lead us down different paths.
We want to do the right thing knowing that we will make mistakes.
Life has its own justice.
But we can come together to appeal and ask for a new opportunity
Hugs, Carlos.
Still struggling...
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Phil 'Dandontdare* Lloyd
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John Burdis

Matt Soffe

“THfc HfcUU YOU THINK YOU’RE 6OIN6 SZQU^RA?
TH£ LON& WALK CAN WAIT - YOU 6OT WOZK TO VO.”

1 Brian Walsh
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David Withers and Andy Brown
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Kieron Gillen
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Mike Marshall

Gordon Rennie and Chris Askham

ALL THOSE YEARS, ALL THOSE MILES.
ALL THOSE BATTLES, ALL THOSE WILD ADVENTURES.
ALL THOSE KNOCKS TAKEN, AND WOUNDS SUFFERED.
BUT, IN SPITE OF IT ALL, AND EVEN AFTER ALL THIS TIME ...

2/9/10 08:34:03

GORDON RENNIE 4 CHRIS ASKHAM

Christos Evangelou
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REPAIRS AND M.O.T. ARE COMPLETE SIR'
YOU WILL BE BACK ON THARG'S PRODUCTION LINE
IN NO TIME.

FANCY ANOTHER TUNE UP BEFORE YOU GO?

Lrn
—

Dear Mr Ezquerra,

Joking aside., all the best on your recovery and thank you
for your wonderful! work over the years.

Qy15 MvAJL @
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Rafa Garres

Richmond Clements
AI\IO FINALLY

TV

The year was 1985. I was a youth of *16, with long flowing locks, an incredible sense of style, my
first real girlfriend and everything else a growing boy needs.Then in prog 445, Max Bubba came along
to turn my world upside down.
Who was this guy who was so hard he could take the two hardest men in the universe with such ease?!

PONTE
BUErtO f
Seriously folks- just how cool is this story? Carlos took every lunatic idea Wagner and Grant threw at
him- from giant volcanoes to your actual trolls, and raised them to a level somewhere beyond genius.
It's got everything you could ever want. Alpha is rock hard, totally un-phased by being rocketed back
into the past. The sequence where he beats up Wulf is superb, with some of the most dynamic art you'll
ever encounter.
And so things all end well, with Bubba captured and Wulf joining Johnny as his partner. Only they don't...
Because I'd rorgotten that this was all flashback and that Johnny and Wulf were staked out on the
ground... But never fear! Wulf is not only as hard as- he's as strong as too! Witness the tension Carlos
rings to this scene- we can actually see Wulf's biceps trembling with the effort of freeing himself. And
with all his Viking strength he breaks free, to my relief, grabs a gun and... and dies.
Like that.
'Man', I think, my mind reeling at what I have witnessed, 'he's dead!' When Johnny gets free, he's going
to kill these guys. Only he doesn't break free... he dies too.
Like that.
Bubba has his name carved into Johnny's chest and rides away. And it says 'The End.'
I can still remember looking at the final panel, with Johnny on his back, lifeless... going back to it again
and again and not quite believing what I was looking it. Haunting stuff from Carlos.
This, remember, was way 1985. There was no internet, so we could not possibly have seen what was
coming next. When I got my next prog, I opened it reluctantly, I read with a heavy heart. Part of me
didn't think there was a point reading anymore. My all time favourite character was dead.
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Then came prog 469 and my life turned round yet again. Prog 469 has what I consider to be the
greatest comic cover ever. The image of Johnny, hard faced, angry, determined, as iconic as they come.
And what came with it, Rage, was and still is, just about the greatest sustained piece of Thrill Power I
have ever encountered. The script was taught, both in the economy of the writing and the tension in the
tale. The art, well, it was Carlos Ezquerra drawing Johnny Alpha. And Art doesn't get any better than
that (yes, I capitalized 'Art* deliberately). I was with Johnny all the way, sharing in nis rage and
determination every step of the way. I gritted my teeth and joined him in his grim 'At last' when he
spotted Tattoo. I enjoyed watching as he offed the Bubba gang one by one.
Nothing though- nothing could match the final page. This might sound like hyperbole, but it isn't, it truly
isn't.
Just four words that even now make the hairs on my neck stand up. Never mind gazing into the fist of
□redd. We're gazing at a man who's lost his best friend, who's just hunted down that killer and knows
that no matter what he does, it will not make him feel better. But we watch him kill him anyway. Just
four words that mark this as the greatest story 2000AD has ever had. Four words. 'Because I hate
you.*
And make no mistake, in the hands of a lesser artists (and that pretty much means 'any other artist*)
the full emotional impact of this scene- told through the grim line of Johnny's face, his and Bubba's body
language and Bubba's pathetic pleading- would have at best fallen flat and at worst not have existed at

Carlos Ezquerra. Four words.

BECAUSE WE LOVE YOU
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